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1 Introduction 
In accordance with the Authorisation process as detailed in ETN 12/02 concerning OHW 
Field Engineering Authority for RailCorp’s Infrastructure Renewals Division personnel, 
this document contains questions from which the RailCorp Assessment Panel will select 
a subset to examine and assess candidates wishing to receive such delegated Authority 

The questions are structured around 13 activities with associated diagrams attached as 
appendices. 

2 Activity 1 
 

Determine the location of OHW section insulators and pennant insulators within 
the design tolerances  

Question 1: How do you determine the exact positioning of a mainline SI? 

Question 2: How does an SI installed for traffic in both directions differ from an SI 
installed for traffic in one direction only? 

Question 3a: If you have the discretion to install an SI either on the approach side of a 
suspension point or on the departure side of a suspension point, which side would you 
choose and why? 

Question 3b: What is the maximum stagger allowable for an SI? 

Question 3c: You are connecting twin aerial feeders from a cable termination plate on an 
overhead wiring structure portal to the overhead wiring catenary wire termination on a 
section insulator. What factors will you consider? 

Question 4a: How do you determine the exact positioning of a crossover SI between 
adjacent mainlines? 

Question 4b:  A section insulator is to be installed in a crossover in a yard. What factors 
would you consider in determining the position at which the linesman will install the S.I.? 

Question 5: What factors do you take into account when determining the exact position 
of the pennant insulators in a short bay overlap? 

3 Activity 2 
Determine that pennant insulators and dead legs are to be provided in order to 
maintain adequate clearances to other infrastructure 

Question 6a: Under what conditions would “dead leg” pennant insulation need to be 
installed in an overhead wiring “run out” bay, and where would you install the insulation in 
relation to the position of a nearby signal? 

Question 6b: On handover inspection it is noticed that an anchor wire is passing close to 
a redundant OHW structure. What will you need to consider? 
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4 Activity 3 
Modification to the OHW arrangements effecting conductor height, stagger and pull 
off arm heel height  

Question 7: How many droppers are required in anchor bays and where are they to be 
located? 

Question 8: What is the minimum clearance required between pantographs and the 
skirts of pennant insulators? 

Question 9: Explain the values quoted in the CCalc coding given below 

+  1  L  M  V  * 
 

Question 10: If the cantilever Coding does not contain an * and the OHW concerned was 
of System 2 configuration, what would the catenary height be at that particular cantilever 
arrangement? 

Question 11: What is the absolute minimum clearance required between crossing 
regulated catenary wires in the same electrical section? 

Question 12: Referring to Appendix A 

The Down track catenary in this diagram is the correct height but out of alignment with 
the contact wire and appears to require a stagger adjustment of 200 mm to the left. The 
suspension insulators are located in hole 2 on the pistol fitting. The tie rod is horizontal 
and constructed of chain with shackles at each end.  Explain how you would proceed with 
this adjustment?  

Question 13: If you have to modify the design conductor support and registration 
arrangement at a location, what are the factors you have to consider in determining the 
configuration of the altered arrangement? What additional checks, if any, would you make 
if there is a cantilever at an adjacent structure 2m away? 

Question 14: A common method of adjusting pull off arm heel heights is to use an 
extension plate mounted between the post type insulator and the pull off arm attachment. 
What are the risks, if any, that should be considered? 

Question 15: If you have to change the anchor height of a catenary or contact wire, what 
checks would you make on the resultant configuration? 

5 Activity 4 
Modification to the 1500V feeders and field switches to enable field constructability 

Question16: If modification is required to a 1500v field switch and/or it’s associated 
feeding arrangements, what design resources should be utilised and what factors should 
be taken into consideration prior to any modification being made? 

Question17: When feeders are connected from a substation or sectioning hut to the 
overhead wiring, is it permissible to make the connection to in tension OHW catenary 
conductors? Explain 

Question 18: A sectioning switch for the Down Suburban OHW at Petersham is located 
on the leg of a 4 track portal which is located in the cess adjacent to the Down Local. The 
feeders to this switch must pass over the OHW of the Down Local. What material must be 
utilised for construction of the switch feeders in this case? 
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Question 19: When insulated cables terminate on switch palms mounted on post type 
insulators on the portal boom and a bare aerial feeder connects the switch palm to the 
OHW being fed below it, what is the minimum clearance permissible between the bare 
aerial feeder and the centreline of another track not associated with that circuit?  

Question 20: Referring to Appendix B 

Drawing EL0065499 plan view shows the substation to OHW feeding arrangement at 
Yennora Substation. Using the supplied colour markers, colour the 4 substation feeders 
and the OHW to which they connect into 4 different coloured sections. Also indicate on 
the diagram using pointer arrows locations where clearance problems are likely to occur 
and what minimum clearances must be maintained at these locations?  

Question 21: Referring to Appendix C 

On this diagram of a jumpered overlap, the catenary to catenary and catenary to contact 
wire jumpers have been removed. On the diagram provided, re-draw these jumpers. 

6 Activity 5 
Modification to installation of spark gaps, bonding and earthing arrangements to 
enable constructability.  

Question 22: What design and standards information should be considered prior to any 
modification to the designed installation of spark gaps, bonding arrangements or earthing 
arrangements at an overline bridge?  

Question 23a: What criteria determine whether or not a structure requires bonding to the 
traction return rail?  

Question 23b: Who is permitted to make cable connections to track from 1500V rail 
connecting switches or from rail – mast spark gap fittings? 

Question 24: What size and type of conductor is to be used for mast to rail bonding 
arrangements? 

Question 25: What size and type of conductor is to be used for aerial bonding 
arrangements, such as overline bridges? 

Question 26: How would you determine the correct rail to attach structure to rail bonds or 
bridge bonds to? 

Question 27: Explain the required clearances to be met under an overbridge between 
live 1500V equipment and any other equipment. 

Question 28: An overbridge design that you receive has no “smoke screens”. You notice 
that vertical screens have been installed on the bridge instead. What would you check to 
ensure that these vertical screens were adequate to not require the installation of 
horizontal screens? 

Question 29: You notice that a plastic conduit has been erected across the face of the 
underbridge and above live 1500V OHW. What aspects of this installation would you 
check as to whether or not it needed modifications or was OK? 

Question 30: You notice that the railway station overbridge that you are bonding also 
supports low voltage lighting. What are the additional bonding provisions that you would 
expect to find as a result of this? 
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Question 31: You are asked to bond to rail through a spark gap an OHW structure on a 
platform. You notice that the OHW structure passes up through the metallic roof of the 
station awning. What would you check out before connecting the rail-structure bond? 

Question 32: Standard EP 08 00 00 01 SP (p25/38) refers to Drawing EL0007855 (see 
Appendix D) as the benchmark for installing bonding arrangements on an over line 
bridge. The following questions relate to this drawing: 

a) Why are the middle 2 steel bridge girders not bonded? 

b) Why are all the “T” irons and pull offs positioned under the bridge, rather than 
outside it? 

c) Why are all the safety screens not bonded via a bonding wire connection? 

Question 33: Explain why insulation panels are installed in a railway boundary fence 
which abuts an overline bridge that has a steel railing which is bonded to the spark gap? 

7 Activity 6 
Modification to dropper and in-span feeder spacing or length to enable 
constructability 

Question 34:  What scenarios can necessitate the repositioning of droppers? 

Question 35: What scenarios can necessitate the adjusting of dropper lengths? 

Question 36: When it is necessary to change the position or length of a dropper or 
inspan feeder, what factors must you take into consideration? 

Question 37: Using Drawing EL0009447, “Dropper spacing Tabulation,” (see Appendix  
E) select a bay length and explain the dropper spacing’s for that bay length and draw a 
diagram to show this spacing. 

Question 38: Using Drawing EL0009442 “Dropper length Tabulation” (see Appendix F) 
give the length of each dropper to be erected in the bay length you have chosen. 

Question 39: Drawing EL0009442 (see Appendix F) is based on a “System Depth” of 
1.5m and a pre-sag of L/1000. Explain the meaning of the terms  

a) System Depth 

b) Pre-sag 

Question 40: Why is pre-sag included in dropper length calculation? 

Question 41: Explain the rule which determines which wire is supported by the first 
dropper in the bay on all twin contact systems? 

8 Activity 7 
Modification to drop vertical lateral position to enable constructability  

Question 42: What scenarios may necessitate the modification to drop vertical lateral 
position on a “portal” type mast? 

Question 43: When it is necessary to modify the lateral position of a drop vertical on a 
“portal” type OHW support structure, what factors should be taken into consideration? 
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9 Activity 8 
Alterations to mid-point arrangements to enable constructability  

Question 44: What field design decisions could be associated with mid-point anchor 
arrangements? 

Question 45: How is the correct final tension for a 0.25 catenary wire mid point anchor 
wire as used where “P.P”. type mast and cantilever systems are utilised calculated and 
what engineering resources are utilised? 

Question 46: What formula is used to determine the correct maximum slope for catenary 
to contact wire mid point bridles and why is it important not to allow this slope to be 
steeper than this maximum? 

Question 47: Should the catenary to contact wire mid point bridles be installed with 
sufficient tension to support any contact wire tension or any other mechanical load at the 
point of installation? Explain? 

Question 48: Should catenary and catenary to contact wire mid point bridles be installed 
whilst the newly strung conductor is at super tension? 

10 Activity 9  
Minor alterations to tensioning and weight assembly heights and guide rod 
arrangements to enable constructability  

Question 49 - What field design decisions could be associated with weight system 
anchor arrangements? 

Question 50 - What design information resource should be utilised to obtain information 
on correct weight and weight guy rod heights for a specific anchor location prior to any 
field adjustment of these heights being attempted? 

Question 51 - For OHW system 2 (270mm² catenary and 2 X 137mm² contact wires with 
T/W =588) 

a) What is the tension in the catenary wire? 

b) What is the tension in each of the contact wires? 

c) How many weights are used in the catenary weight stack? 

d) How many weights are used in the contact weight stack? 

e) Over what temperature range is the tension regulator system designed to 
operate? 

f) Which direction will the regulator weights move as the conductor decreases in 
temperature? 

g) How far will the catenary and contact wire regulator weights move if the 
temperature drops from +50º C to 0º C? 

h) A contact wire tension regulator assembly is installed on a tension length of 
600m.      How far will the regulator weights move if the conductor temperature 
rises from 20º C to 60º C? 

i) In question h) (above), how far will the termination insulators move closer to the 
anchor mast? Explain 
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Question 52: On Drawing EL0237849 (see Appendix G), show all the system critical  
areas/points of the tension regulator assembly which must be checked for the tension 
length concerned to work efficiently as a regulated system over the temperature ranges 
of -5º  C  to +60º  C ? 

11 Activity 10 
Alterations to auxiliary feeding arrangements to enable constructability  

Question 53: What design information resources should be utilised when considering 
alterations to 1500v auxiliary support arrangements, connections to mainline OHW or 
conductors,  

Question 54: Using drawing EL0006027 (see Appendix H) determine the length of the 
bolts to be used to attach the gallows arrangement to a 250UC mast? 

Question 55: What is the minimum vertical clearance distance between a bare auxiliary 
feeder which passes over the top of a cantilever tie rod chain? 

Question 56: If you need to lower the height of an auxiliary feeder at a support location, 
what are the risks, if any, involved in such a change? 

12 Activity 11  
Substitution of OHW fitting and materials with similar functionality and not inferior 
engineering properties  

Question 57: RailCorp uses a variety of fittings which have unique attributes to suit an 
intended application, for example slightly differing radii of a clamp packing piece to fit a 
specific conductor size. 

 Unfortunately, many of these fittings are so similar in appearance and size that field staff 
has great difficulty in recognising one from the other. 

 What measures does RailCorp employ relating to the manufacture of these fittings to 
deal with this problem? 

Question 58: A RailCorp drawing lists a number of fittings required to complete an 
installation. One of the fittings in this list is a 361/32 insulator support bracket. You do not 
have one but you do have a 361/24 which upon checking appears to be suitable to install 
instead. Can you use it? Please explain your answer 
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13 Activity 12 
Modification to the positioning of conductor heights and staggers at overlaps / 
crossovers in order to achieve required clearances and to enable constructability 
and quality assurance principles for overlaps 
 
Question 59: When carrying out quality assurance checks on an overlap to ensure 
compliance with design OHW geometry, what is the ideal sequence in which to carry out 
checks and adjustments if required? 

Question 60: What design resources are to be utilised to obtain generic information on 
clearances, jumpering and insulation arrangements for overlaps, whether sectionable or 
non sectionable? 

Question 61: Diagram 1 of standard EP 08 00 00 08 ST is attached (see Appendix I). 
With reference to the above diagram, indicate and explain the system critical 
measurement and adjustment points on the crossover indicated 

14 Activity 13 
Alterations to the location and positioning of safety barriers for OHW structures 

Question 62: What design information resource should be utilised to obtain information 
regarding the minimum standards for installation of safety screens or safety barriers 
installed on OHW structures? 

Question 63: When must OHW structures have safety barriers fitted? 

Question 64 - In each of the following 2 situations (see Appendix J) indicate on the 
diagrams how you would install safety barriers? 
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Appendix D Diagram D - Question 32 
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Appendix E Diagram E - Question 37  
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Appendix F Diagram F - Questions 38 and 39 
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Appendix G Diagram G - Question 52 
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Appendix H Diagram H - Question 54 
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Appendix I Diagram I - Question 61 
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Appendix J Diagram J - Question 64 
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